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Divisional Meetings - dates for December 2017 & January 2018
Romford

Christmas Social - Chadwick Hall, Main Road, Gidea
Park RM2 5EL

7 Dec

Thursday
8.00pm

Harlow

Christmas Party & Bee Quiz - Kings Church, Red
Willow, Harlow CM19 5PA

10 Dec

Sunday

Southend

‘Informal Christmas Social’ - The Roebuck PH,
Rayleigh

11 Dec

Monday
7.30pm

Chelmsford

‘Let’s decorate our honey’ - The Link, Rainsford
Road, Chelmsford CM1 2 XB

13 Dec

Wednsday
7.30pm

Dengie 100
& Maldon

‘Wasps - misunderstood?’ Dan (Killer Instinct). The
Oakhouse, High street, Maldon CM9 5PR

14 Dec

Thursday
7.30pm

Epping
Forest

15 Dec

Friday
8.00pm

Braintree

7 Dec

Thursday
8.00pm

AGM (part) and Christmas Social.
Horticultural Hall.

Chingford

Christmas Social - White Notley Village Hall, CM8
1RH

Who’s who and how to contact them
President of EBKA

17 Dyers Hall Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4AD
email ian@iannichols.demon.co.uk
tel. 0208 558 4733 / 07980 299 638
Secretary: Michael Webb 19 Ingrebourne Gardens, Upminster, Essex RM14 1BQ
email gsecebka@virginmedia.com
tel. 01708 250 606 / 07712 490 511
Treasurer: Tom Keeper 24 Purbeck Road, Hornchurch RM11 1NA
email t.keeper@btinternet.com
tel: 07771 898 944

Divisional Trustees:
Braintree
Chelmsford
Colchester
Dengie Hundred & Maldon

Stuart Mitson
Peter Aldridge
Tom Geddes
Mark Hallows

stuart.mitson@btinternet.com
phaldridge@btinternet.com
tom.geddes@btinternet.com
trustee@dmbka.org.uk

Epping Forest

Don McHale

donaldmchale@gmail.com

Harlow

Martin Cavalier

cavalier@btinternet.com

Romford

Paul Wiltshire

paul.g.wiltshire@btinternet.com

Saffron Walden
Southend

Vanessa Wilkinson
Chad Colby-Blake

vwilkinson27@hotmail.com
chadlyboy@blueyonder.co.uk

4 Jan

Thursday
8.00pm

Romford

AGM - Chadwick Hall, Main Road, Gidea Park RM2
5EL

15 Jan

Monday
7.30pm

Chelmsford

AGM - The Link, Rainsford Road, Chelmsford CM1 2
XB

Divisional Contacts:

17 Jan

Wedneday
7.30pm

Dengie 100
& Maldon

AGM - Speaker George Clouston, Arnia. The Oakhouse, High street, Maldon CM9 5PR

Colchester: Morag Chase 01206 522 576

26 Jan

Friday
7.00pm

Saffron
Walden

AGM and Annual Dinner.

Pat Allen Hon CLM

Trustees:
Chairman: Ian Nichols

Braintree: Jan French 07725 166 609
Harlow:

Nick Holmes 07730 735 752

Romford: Pat Allen 01708 220 897

Chelmsford: James Curtis 07940 757 831
D.H. & Maldon: Carlie Mayes 07979 862 952
Epping Forest: Robin Harman 07971 237 312
Saffron Walden: Vanessa Wilkinson 01799 542 337

Southend: Pat Holden 01702 477 592

EBKA Education Secretary: Jane Ridler Old Barn House, 36 Walden Road, Sewards

The Bee Shed

End, Saffron Walden, Essex CB10 2LF
01799 218 023
jane.ridler@uwclub.net

EBKA Examinations Secretary: Pat Allen , 8 Franks Cottages, St Mary’s Lane,
Upminster, Essex RM14 3NU

Approved National Bee Supplies Stockist and Distributor

A Range of Frames and Foundation
Hives and Hive Parts, Tools and Equipment
Open by Appointment:
Email:

f

Please call Wendy on 07764 609 803 or
beeshed@btinternet.com
The Bee Shed Stock

Meepshole, Great Prestons Lane,
Stock, Essex
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CM4 9RL
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Regional Bee Inspectors for EBKA Region:
Epping Forest and Romford Divisions (excluding Brentwood):
Diane Steele
diane.steele@fera.gsi.gov.uk
tel.
All other Divisions:
Keith Morgan

keith.morgan@fera.gsi.gov.uk
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tel. 01485 520 838 or 07919 004 215

recently I decided that the most sensible option was to split the hives, earlier
in the day of the move, so that, instead of moving two big hives, we were
moving four smaller ones, all with floors and ventilated screens of course.
All went extremely well and according to plan until we made the decision to
recombine the hives without waiting until the next day (always short of time).
The first hive was fine, quick manipulation and the hive was back to normal.
The second hive, never the best-tempered, was different. We will not go into
the gory details except to say that bees are attracted to a torch (and lightcoloured overalls) when it is dark, rough fields are not the best places to run
around on dark nights and bees still sting in the dark. Putting them back
together would really have been better left until the next day. Apart from
that, the scheme worked well.
So, if you are planning to move hives, work it all out beforehand. Like all
beekeeping jobs, it always takes longer than you expect but a little thought is
amply rewarded.

Various bits and pieces

Could you fit this role?
EBKA General Secretary needed from
March 2018
The term of office of the current General
Secretary concludes at the end of the EBKA
2018 AGM to be held on Saturday 24 March.

This role is essential in organising meetings of
the Central Executive Committee (CEC), dealing with all Association correspondence,
arranging the Annual General Meeting and
undertaking other duties of a secretary of an
organisation.
Ian Nichols, the chair of the CEC would like to
hear from any member who wishes to be
considered for this role. Please email Ian at:

(mostly lifts) for WBCs
Eric Fenner (Chelmsford & Harlow Divisions)

ian.nichols@iannichols.demon.co.uk

Ring Eric for full list

with your details to register your interest.

01245 420 622

Please contact Michael Webb, the current
General Secretary at:
gsecebka@virginmedia.com

PETER DALBY - PEBADALE APIARIES
For all your beekeeping and apitherapy supplies

Large Stock held - all year round
Competitive prices; any item not stocked to special order

37 Cecil Road, Cheshunt, Hertfordshire EN8 8TN
Tel: 01992 622645

Email: pebadalebees@btinternet.com

if you would like further details of the role and
the nature and extent of the duties of this
position.
Closing date: end of December, interviews to
be held in the New Year.

Open Mon - Sat Telephone before calling
(any reasonable time)
CLOSED SUNDAY
Agent for E H Thorne and Northern Bee Books
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Happy Christmas to all EBKA members and their
families and a peaceful and fulfilling 2018
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Essex Beekeepers’ Association Conference 2017
Report and photographs by Paul F Abbott:
Chairman to Southend Beekeepers.
On the bright autumnal day that was Saturday 21 October 2017, a retinue of
100 attentive apiarists gathered expectantly in the Holiday Inn near
Colchester for the annual conference and prize-giving of the Essex
Beekeepers’ Association.
They were given a royal welcome by Colchester’s Divisional President and
veteran beekeeper Ian Milligan. By rotation it was Colchester’s turn to host
the event this year, and the theme of the day was the “Future challenges
and opportunities in beekeeping”.
Three speakers of international repute had been
invited to address the eager delegates who
represented beekeeping divisions throughout Essex.
The lecturers were Martin Benczik, Margaret
Ginman, and Norman Carrick.
Colchester’s Barbara Sharp introduced the
speakers
and
controlled
proceedings
with
enthusiastic flare and panache.
Martin Benczic from Nottingham Trent University
spoke eloquently about his research into automated
beehive condition monitoring using audio and other
sensors.
He described how measurements of
vibrations within the beehive indicate the activity of
the colony. A lively question and answer session
followed.
Margaret Ginman, General Secretary of the Bee
Farmers Association gave a dynamic delivery concerning the apprentice scheme which encourages young
beekeepers to make a living from the craft; and the
need for proper business training. She also explained
current European experiences and Brexit implications.
Margaret stressed that we were a nation of honey l
overs, but most of the honey consumed in this country
is
4

They will cause a small amount of damage to the hives as you hammer them
in and you must do them at least the day before because the bees do not
take too kindly to hammers.
Just before and after moving
Insert the foam rubber strip so that the hive is completely closed. Don’t be
tempted to put gauze across the entrance in the mistaken belief that the
bees will appreciate the view! They will not and may crowd down there
trying to get out.
All that is left then is to load the hives into the car/trailer/lorry and take them
away. Make sure that the frames are aligned in the direction of travel to
reduce ‘comb slap’ and then don’t race round the corners.
Once at the new site, place the hives in their new positions, remove the foam
rubber strips, then replace the roofs.
Precautions
If the buzzing starts to increase, spray or pour some water through the
ventilated screen. For your own safety it is always advisable to wear a bee
suit, but not a veil. Bees flying in a car generally go to the back window and
are very little trouble and, despite having moved bees about in the back of a
car many times, I have never been stung by a flying bee in this situation.
When you open the boot, that is another matter and you may need to duck.
It may be sensible to have a notice advising the general public of the nature
of the load, especially if you plan to stop at a Service Centre for example
Complications
The longer the journey the more essential it becomes to have a good supply
of water and keep the bees as cool as possible.
If the evening is chosen to move the bees, remember that it becomes dark
and you may find yourself stumbling about with a heavy hive in a field in total
darkness. These adventures always seem exciting after the event but not at
the time. If the morning is chosen, in the middle of the summer you may
need to get up very, very early.
The real problems arise when it is essential to move big hives with several
supers on them at short notice. This can happen if the neighbours suddenly
fall out with your bees or if a house move necessitates relocation.
Big hives, apart from being very heavy, certainly will not fit in the average
car. Supers can simply be wrapped in a cotton sheet for a short journey but
this does not do much for the bees temper. Faced with this problem fairly
recently
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Moving Bees
Celia F Davis
- from Warwickshire Beekeeper
via ebees

Honey Bees in
transit

Moving hives of bees, for
whatever reason, can be a
nightmare or, with a little
forethought and planning, it can be simple and trouble-free.
There are however, a few basic rules and steps that can be taken to
minimise the risk and disruption:
•
•
•

•

Bees must all be in the hive before it is uprooted.
Movement should take place either very early in the day, before bees
start flying or in the evening when they have stopped flying.
Bees can suffocate very quickly when crowded together, shut in and
jolted about. They are stressed, the temperature rises and complete
meltdown of comb can occur.
It is advisable not to attempt to open the hive immediately after a
move, simply release the bees out of the entrance so that they can fly.

is imported. The 465 bee farmers who derive their income partly or wholly
from beekeeping hope to boost productivity on the home front. As a group
they continue to make a significant contribution to crop pollination and honey
production.
After lunch, the final lecture was given by Norman
Carreck who is the Science Director at the
International Bee Research Association (IBRA).
His talk was entitled “Science and the Thinking Beekeeper”. He gave a concise summary of the history
of scientific beekeeping research. There was an
account of the various Bee research journals and
textbooks available, including projects which require
international cooperation.
Norman described a
2014/15 study undertaken by many European
countries into pollen diversity.
Continued
trans-European scientific research and cooperation
will be essential after Brexit. This Carreck tutorial certainly kept the Essex
audience of apiarists thinking deeply after lunch,

Equipment
The only extra equipment that is needed is a ventilated screen to replace the
crown board, some kind of device to fix the boxes, floor etc. together (never
rely on propolis), a strip of sponge rubber a little longer than the entrance
and a small hand sprayer or bottle filled with water. (The plastic containers
usually used to spray plants are suitable). Ventilated screens can be made
quite easily and cheaply. Ours use perforated zinc or wire mesh. The only
requirement is good ventilation and the ability to pour or spray water through
the holes.
The day before (at least)
Replace the crown board with the ventilated
screen. (For very short moves this may not
be necessary or the ventilated floor may be
adequate.) Fasten the hive parts together.
The usual method is with tensioned straps.
Two are needed for each hive, in parallel
round the sides.
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Next, there followed the presentation of trophies from the Essex Honey
Show held at Orsett in September 2017.
Pat Allen, President of the EBKA, resplendent in her official chain of office
performed this duty with style. The cups and trophies were shared out fairly
evenly amongst members of the Divisions who had participated in the annual
honey show.
Candidates who took recent BBKA examinations were then presented with
their certificates by Pat Allen. Over 20 people had been successful in the
Basic Assessment in 2017. Three of these were awarded the Miss Avey
prize for the highest marks.

5

Notably, Marie McCulloch of
Southend Division won both a
Miss Avey citation, plus the Devall
award for the novice gaining the
highest total number of points in
the Essex honey show.
A veritable double whammy.

Richard Ridler (Saffron Walden Div.) was delighted to gain his Advanced
Husbandry Certificate which, together with having completed all the modular
exams of the BBKA, now recognises him as a Master Beekeeper; joining his
wife Jane in possessing this sought-after qualification.
Finally, the fun continued with an extensive raffle of exotic prizes. A good
time was had by all attendees, and Colchester are to be praised and
thanked for their mellifluous hospitality and arranging such a splendid
conference.

A Happy Christmas
and a bountiful and
enjoyable 2018 to all readers
and beekeepers everywhere
6

As temperatures continue dropping, all bees both young and old
respond by clustering tighter together. The mature bees shiver to
keep warm and it is their heat not the young bees in the middle that
are responsible for warming the whole cluster. Eventually, the
problem at the core is no longer excess cold but excess heat, and the
young bees respond by moving away from the centre, opening
channels in the process that allow the exchange of inner air that
warms the mantle of bees and outer air that cools the interior bees.
It is this excess heat in the middle of the cluster that tricked earlier
investigators into thinking that core bees were the altruistic heat
generators for the cluster.
Critical Temperatures
There are two temperatures that regulate much of the behaviour by
the bees: 35°C (95°F) and 15°C (59°F).
Young bees naturally prefer temperatures nearer 35°C and move
further in or out of the cluster to find it. The lower number, 15°C, is
the minimum temperature at which an individual bee can shiver its
flight muscles and generate heat. It is possible for older, cold-tolerant
bees at the surface of the cluster to fall below this threshold and enter
a ‘cold coma’. These hardy individuals can survive this state for
several hours, passively relying on the shivering and contracting bees
beneath them to stay above lethal hypothermia, waiting until their
bodies exceed 15°C again to resume shivering. They constitute living
insulation. But things take a critical turn if these bees are subjected to
sustained temperatures below -2°C (28°F). (Free & Spencer-Booth,
1960).
A deadly cascade of events may then ensue if that lower ambient limit
is realised and if bees deeper in the cluster cannot keep the surface
warm enough. Surface bees begin dying from hypothermia and
dropping off the cluster, imperilling the rest of the cluster with the loss
of living insulation. If this cascade persists it spells certain doom for
the cluster and, sadly, this outcome seems common as many first
year colonies in temperate regions struggle to survive their first year.
Adapted from an article in Bee World courtesy of Ipswich & East
Suffolk BKA
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Understanding How Bees Keep Warm in Winter
Apis mellifera worker bees begin assuming a clustering configuration
in the centre of the nest as ambient temperatures start dropping.
Individuals remain active at the core of the cluster, keeping space
between themselves, whereas bees at the cluster’s edge pack
together tightly.
Bees enter empty cells headfirst, thereby
maintaining the contiguous state of the cluster in spite of the
interspersing combs.
The cluster tightens and expands as
temperatures drop and rise.

BBKA MODULE 2
TRAINING DAY
Sunday, January 21st 2018
at Writtle University, Chelmsford

Early Models of Bee/Cluster Behaviour
Research by Phillips & Demuth in 1914 showed that the
temperatures at the centre of the cluster begin increasing as ambient
air temperatures begin decreasing. This formed the basis for an
early model of honey bee winter thermoregulation - that core bees
respond to decreasing ambient temperatures by shivering to actively
generate heat and warm the cluster.

This model assumed the existence of an information conduit through
which core bees learned of ambient temperature. It also assumed an
altruistic response on the part of the core bees to expend the energy
needed to generate heat for the welfare of nest mates.
Recent Model of Bee/Cluster Behaviour
The early model has now been replaced with a more parsimonious
one that takes into account nothing more than the actions of
individual bees as they respond to temperature conditions in their
immediate vicinity (Heinrich, 1993).
In the Autumn, as temperatures drop, bees do what any of us would
do, they move closer together to share body heat.
Young bees cannot shiver to generate heat, and they naturally have
a low cold tolerance, so these individuals move by choice towards the
centre where it is warmer. Older bees, in contrast, have a higher cold
tolerance and are able to shiver their flight muscles, so these
individuals end up in the middle layers and outer mantle.
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Honey Bee Products & Forage
Find out about honey, the making of honey by bees and
how you can perfect your own honey processing with the
legal and hygiene requirements as well as other hive
products and details of the flowers’ contribution to and
gain from all this .
If you are interested in joining the Module 2 Training Day
please email me jane.ridler@uwclub.net
EBKA Education Secretary.
Knowledge and experience up to the Basic Assessment will
be assumed but only required if you are actually sitting the
BBKA exam. The course will be based on the BBKA syllabus.
This course will be part funded by EBKA
7

Report on the 2017 National Honey Show
Jim McNeill - EBKA Honey Show Representative

NAME

CLASS

JAMES McNEILL

4
152
263
265
269
271
272
321

12 JARS AS FOR SALE
OPEN TO WORLD
2 JARS MEDIUM HONEY
NHS MEMBER
2 JARS MEDIUM HONEY
ESSEX
3 JARS DIFFERENT HONEY
ESSEX
1 JAR GIFT
ESSEX
3 MOULDED CANDLES
ESSEX
3 NOT MOULDED CANDLES
ESSEX
2 JARS LIGHT OR MEDIUM HONEY
LONDON

3rd
HC
HC
1st
C
3rd
1st
VHC

ROMFORD DIVISION

262
264
269

2 JARS LIGHT HONEY
2 JARS DARK HONEY
1 JAR GIFT

ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX

2nd
3rd
2nd

JANET FRENCH

64
160

BOTTLE MELOMEL
OPEN TO WORLD
2 CONTAINERS CUT COMB
NHS MEMBER

2nd
2nd

WALTER GEE

265
267
268
269
270
271

3 JARS DIFFERENT HONEY
2 JARS CHUNK HONEY
1 CONTAINER CUT COMB
1 JAR GIFT
BEESWAX
3 MOULDED CANDLES

ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX

2nd
HC
1st
VHC
1st
2nd

BRIAN GREENLAND

269

1 JAR GIFT

ESSEX

HC

FRIENDS OF CRESSING
TEMPLE GARDENS

263

2 JARS MEDIUM HONEY

ESSEX

3rd

PAMELA HUGHES

263
268

2 JARS MEDIUM HONEY
1 CONTAINER CUT COMB

ESSEX
ESSEX

VHC
2nd

JOHN LACY

269
270
271

1 JAR GIFT
BEESWAX
3 MOULDED CANDLES

ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX

3rd
2nd
1st

GARY STAPLETON

267

2 JARS CHUNK HONEY

ESSEX

VHC

MISS M. J. McCULLOCK

261

COMB FOR EXTRACTING

ESSEX

2nd

PAUL ABBOTT

15
36
37
85
116
157
201
206
209
210
211
212
261
262
265
266
270
272
274

9 JARS & 1 FRAME OF HONEY
2 SQUARE SECTIONS
2 SQUARE SECTIONS
HONEY LABEL
1 HONEY SECTION GIFT
1 SECTION
2 JARS LIGHT HONEY
COMB FOR EXTRACTING
BOTTLE DRY MEAD
BOTTLE SWEET MEAD
1 JAR GIFT
1 JAR SET HONEY GIFT
COMB FOR EXTRACTING
2 JARS LIGHT HONEY
3 JARS DIFFERENT HONEY
2 JARS SET HONEY
BEESWAX
3 NOT MOULDED CANDLES
BOTTLE SWEET MEAD

This year we had 14 members enter the NHS in October at Sandown
Park. Michael Barke (Romford) came second in both of the world
classes - Class 1: 24 jars and Class 4: 12 jars as for sale.
What an achievement. Not only is that a lot of jars of honey but they
are very big classes, a lot of people want to win them. It’s such a pity
we can’t get a few more members entering. 4 new members entered
this year, but after what the judge Fiona Dixon said about our County
Show this year as being the best show she has judged at for a good
few years, we could do so much better at the National.
When you see honey coming from all around the world and, if any of
you went to the show, saw the big displays that came from Wales,
Scotland and Ireland, and here in Essex we can only manage to have
14 exhibitors out of over 800 members we should be able to do better
and this year has shown Essex honey is as good the best.
Well done to all who entered, every one from Essex got a mention, if
you only get a commended, at that level you are producing to a world
class honey standard,
So once again, well done and lets see if in 2018 we can have a lot
more members entering. Hopefully, I will still be able to take your
entries to the show for you, so start thinking about what you can enter.
It will be on 25th to 27th October 2018 - so keep it in your diary.
NAME

CLASS

DESCRIPTION

MICHAEL BARKE

1
4
90
261
262
263
269
273
274

24 JARS HONEY
OPEN TO WORLD
12 JARS AS FOR SALE
OPEN TO WORLD
PRACTICLE INVENTION
COMB FOR EXTRACTING
ESSEX
2 JARS LIGHT HONEY
ESSEX
2 JARS MEDIUM HONEY
ESSEX
1 JAR GIFT
ESSEX
BOTTLE DRY MEAD
ESSEX
BOTTLE SWEET MEAD
ESSEX

2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
1st
2nd
1st
1st
3rd

IAN NICHOLS

264

2 JARS DARK HONEY

ESSEX

2nd

TED GRADOSIELSKI

5
263
264
265

2 JARS CLEAR HONEY
OPEN TO WORLD
2 JARS MEDIUM HONEY
ESSEX
2 JARS DARK HONEY
ESSEX
3 JARS DIFFERENT HONEY
ESSEX

VHC
1st
1st
3rd
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AWARD

DESCRIPTION
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AWARD

OPEN TO UK.
OPEN TO UK.
OPEN TO UK.

NHS MEMBER
KENT
KENT
KENT
KENT
KENT
KENT
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX
ESSEX

C
1st
1st
4th
2nd
1st
3rd
VHC
C
1st
C
2nd
3rd
3rd
VHC
1st
3rd
3rd
1st

